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Best horror movies on amazon prime 2018 free

You can spend an eternity scrolling through Amazon Prime's massive movie library and barely make a dent. So we made it our business to hunt the movies with the best ratings and critical acclaim so you can find what you're looking for, and what you didn't know you were looking for, easier. Presented
from the service are everything from Oscar-winning dramas like The King's Speech and The Town and blockbuster popcorn action movies like The Avengers and Mission: Impossible - Fallout, to gripping Amazon Originals like Sound of Metal and The Vast of Night. There are movies for laughter (Borat
Subsequent Film Film, The Truman Show), think (The Lighthouse), and with the bejesus scared out of you (Midsommar) - whatever you're in the mood, we found it. These are the best movies streaming on Amazon Prime right now. This list is updated weekly, so make sure you go back often. Prefer
something else? We've also put together guides for the best shows on Amazon, the best movies on Hulu, the best movies on Netflix, and the best movies on Disney+. The Truman Show (1998) There are times in each of our lives where we felt like the events and people around us are often so surreal that
they would make amazing fodder for our own personal reality TV show. But what would you do if you discovered that your life was, in fact, that show, and everyone in the world knew it, but you? Mind. Blown. That's exactly what happens to light Truman Burbank (Jim Carrey), the most beautiful man you've
ever met, born and moved into the idyllic world of Seahaven Island, which seems to be an elaborate set filled with actors cast to play every role imaginable in Truman's life - parents, friends, teachers, neighbors - all there to help play out every season of The Truman Show. But as Truman gets older, he
starts to see the cracks in the façade and begins to question his existence, while the show's creator, Christof (Ed Harris, in an Oscar-nominated role), struggles to stop Truman from finding his freedom. Rotten Tomatoes: 95% Genre: Comedy, Drama, Sci-fi Stars: Jim Carrey, Ed Harris, Laura Linney
Director: Peter Weir Rating: PG Runtime: 102 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime The Town (2010) The film that spurned Ben Affleck's status as a serious Hollywood director (even before his Argo landed him a best picture Oscar in 2012), is The Town, on the surface , a gritty , violent and intense crime
procedural filled with shooting and car chases. But downstairs is real human drama that painfully details that the life we so desperately want is made or broken by the choices we make. Affleck stars as Doug MacRay, the leader of a Boston gang of skilled bank robbers. After a heist goes off of the rails, the
gang's volatile and unpredictable point man, Jem (Jeremy Renner), breaks protocol and takes a hostage, Claire (Rebecca Hall), who later releases them. With the FBI (led by Jon Hamm) on their route, Doug tracks down what happens to live in their neighbourhood and to meet her and find out what she
knows. Things get complicated when Doug and Clair fall for each other and Doug begins to imagine a life outside of living with Claire. Problem is, Jem doesn't see it that way. Rotten Tomatoes: 92% Genre: Crime, Drama, Suspense Stars: Ben Affleck, Rebecca Hall, Jeremy Renner, Blake Lively, Jon
Hamm Director: Ben Affleck Rating: R Runtime: 124 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Dr. Strangelove or: How I learned to stop worrying and love the bomb (1964) What would be a best list without one of the best , and comedies, Co-written, produced and directed by legendary filmmaker Stanley
Kubrick, Dr. Strangelove stars Peter Sellers in several roles (for which he earned a Best Actor Oscar nomination), as he often starred in his films. A cold War black satire of the highest order, the film, which retweets the haywire that follows after estranged U.S. General Jack D. Ripper (Sterling Hayden)
launches a nuclear attack on the Soviet Union behind the President's (Vendors) back, opened up to some controversy in 1964 with many filmgoers wondering if something so outlandish could actually happen (turns out that it could happen With bomber planes on the trail and no way for the President or
the not remember, the film is a stunning race to a stop nuclear extinction, not even with the help of the wacky Dr. Strangelove himself does not. A must-see film for dark comedy fans or fans of Vendors alone. Rotten Tomatoes: 98% Genre: Sci-Fi, Comedy, Drama, Action Stars: Peter Sellers, George C.
Scott, Sterling Hayden Director: Stanley Kubrick Rating: PG Runtime: 95 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime One of only three movies on this list to hit 100% freshness on Rotten Tomatoes, The Sons of Katie Elder still holds as a classic, gritty, Western revenge story and stars the epitome of the genre ,
John Wayne. The premise is beautiful in its simplicity: The good-for-nothing Elder brothers - John, a notorious gunshot (Wayne), Tom, a washed-up gambler (Rat Packer Dean Martin), hardware dealer Matt (Earl Halliman), and youngest son Bud (Michael Anderson, Jr.) return to years to their hometown
of Clearwater, Texas, to attend their mother's funeral. But the boys find that the family farm is swindled into a dodgy card game by ambitious entrepreneur Morgan Hastings (James Gregory), after which their father is killed. The Elders set out to find those responsible, but the Hastings own the town, and



after a setup sees the boys framed for killing the Sherriff and Matt dead in a bloody ambush, the stage is set for some classic six-shooter payback. Rotten Tomatoes: 100% Genre: Western, Action, Drama Stars: John Wayne, Dean Martin, Martha Hyer, Dennis Hopper Director: Henry Hathaway Rating:
PG-13 Runtime: 122 Minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Sound of Metal (2020) Sound of Metal Don't Mess Around, Getting Straight to the and terrifying moments ruben (Riz Ahmed), a in a heavy metal canoe with his girlfriend (the wonderful Olivia Cooke), she begins to lose trial. These are the little things
we take for granted that director/screenwriter Darius Marder zeroes in the film's opening minutes — the excruciating silence of a blender, the subtle drip of percolating coffee, or the shushing spray of a showerhead — all gone. But Sound of Metal isn't about deafness, it's a story about change and the
journey we need to take to embrace it as Ruben enters a facility to help him learn to live with his deafness while also avoiding a relapse in his old life of drug abuse. It's a beautiful film about life-changing loss and redemption and shouldn't be missed. Rotten Tomatoes: 97% Genre: Drama Stars: Riz
Ahmed, Olivia Cooke, Paul Raci Director: Darius Marder Rating: R Runtime: 120 Minutes Watch on Amazon Prime I'm Your Wife (2020) Premiership in October at this year's virtual edition of AFI Fest, these gritty 1970s-era crime drama features Mrs. Maisel as you've never seen The wonderful Rachel
Brosnahan trades swinging dresses and handbags for bellbottoms and handguns in I'm Your Wife, playing Jean, the bored suburban housewife of Eddie (Bill Heck), a hustler and thief with some shady associates. Jean learns just how shady when Eddie shows up with a baby one night and declares he's
our baby, and then disappears a few days later, triggering a series of events that have Jean terrified, confused and on the run from gun-toting henchmen. Jean's only respite from the madness is Cal (British-Nigerian actor Arinzé Kene), who shepherds Jean and baby to a safe house where his wife Teri
(Marsha Stephanie Blake) and father Art (Frankie Faison) teach her how to navigate her new life on the lam. Dripping with '70s style, hard wardrobe choices, boat-sized cars, and a groovy Motown soundtrack, I'm a great way to time-warp out your daily grind. Rotten Tomatoes: 78% Genre: Crime, Drama
Stars: Rachel Brosnahan, Marsha Stephanie Blake, Arinzé Kene Director: Julia Hart Rating: R Runtime: 120 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Borat Subsequent Film Film (2020) There are very few artists in the world who can switch gears as expertly as Sacha Baron Cohen. Comedian, actor and
activist, in the past two years, Cohen has navigated the roles of famed Israeli spy Eli Cohen in The Spy and American Yippy activist Abby Hoffman in The Trial of the Chicago 7 (both on Netflix). But perhaps his biggest role of all is Borat. Cohen's clueless reporter from Kazakhstan is back for another go at
America in this sequel to 2006's Borat: Cultural Learning of America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan. After he has 14 years in prison, Borat is released to find not only having a daughter, Tutar (Bulgarian actress Maria Bakalova), but that he must return to the U.S. to redeem the reputation
of his homeland the fertile Tutar to Mike Pence. Along the way, of course, Cohen resumes his prank of Trump-era Trump era but with its cover mostly blown out of the first film, much of the task lands on the brilliant Bakalova, which delivers some staggeringly-awkward situations and poignant political
skewings. Rotten Tomatoes: 86% Genre: Comedy Stars: Sache Baron Cohen, Maria Bakalova, Rudy Giuliani Director: Jason Woliner Rating: R Runtime: 96 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime The King's Speech (2010) If you're glued to Netflix for the latest season of The Crown, the royals are holding a
PowerHouse at the 83rd Academy Awards in 2011, with a whopping 12 nominations , Colin Firth, his first Oscar for Best Actor landed for his role as Prince Albert (Bertie) of York, during the period before and after his ascension to the throne as King George VI. If you don't follow the lives of mid-century
British royalty, after the death of King George V in 1936, Bertie's older brother Edward was briefly crowned king, only to abdicate the throne later that year to marry a divorced American woman (a great no-no). A reluctant Prince Albert is throiled in the position and as Britain, and the rest of the world, head
of World War II in 1939, the king must console all the Commonwealth nations in a radio broadcast. But Bertie has long suffered from a crippling stummer, brilliantly performed by Firth in scenes so painful to watch, you feel instantly for the struggling monarch. Fortunately, though, Bertie meets Lionel
Logue (Geoffrey Rush), a speech therapist, whose non-medical methods break through the king's affliction. While much of The King's Speech culminates in the now familiar address (Forget everything else and just say it to me, assuring Lionel Bertie as he starts), it's the relationship and bond between
King and generalist that makes the film so compelling. Rotten Tomatoes: 94% Genre: Drama Stars: Colin Firth, Geoffrey Rush, Helena Bonham Carter Director: Tom Hooper Rating: R Runtime: 118 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime The Hurt Locker (2009) With the juggernauts showing the Avengers
movies taking so much of our cinematic headspace over the past decade-plus, it's hard to remember Jeremy Renner playing anyone other than sharp Considered it a reminder that before he ever took that arc , Renner earned himself a Best Actor Oscar nomination for his brilliant portrayal of Staff Sgt.
William James, the head of a bomb-disposal unit in Baghdad during the Iraq War. James is slightly unhinged and gets a reputation as a bit of a loose cannon , a trend that doesn't do much to reassure his unit, which includes Sgt. Sanborn (Anthony Mackie, also pre-Avenger) and Specialist Eldridge (Brian
Geraghty), whose job it is to guard James while with IEDs (improvised explosive devices) Does James have a death wish? Is it possible he actually enjoys it? This six-time Oscar-winning film (including Best and Best Director for Kathryn Bigelow) is a wire-cut look at the psychological complexities of the
war and the damage it can do, beyond blowing things to smithereens. Rotten tomatoes: 97% Genre: Drama, Thriller, War Stars: Jeremy Renner, Anthony Mackie, Brian Geraghty, Evangeline Lilly, Guy Pearce Director: Kathryn Bigelow Rating: R Runtime: 130 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Bombshell
(2019) Charlize Theron and Margot Robbie earned Oscar nominations last year for their roles as Fox News anchor Megyn Kelly and fictional Fox News employee Kayla Pospisil, respectively, , Roger Ailes (John Lithgow). Bombshell follows the real-life scandal set in effect when former Fox and Friends
host Gretchen Carlson (Nicole Kidman) files a sexual harassment lawsuit against Ailes, who throws the network into chaos as the followers scramble to take sides. Kelly eventually joins Carlson's case, working on the inside to uncover other fellow victims of the media mogul, including the young Pospisil,
in an effort to put an end to the network's misogynistic culture. A corporate thriller of the highest order, Bombshell's stacked cast delivers stellar shows across the board. Rotten tomatoes: 68% Genre: Drama, Suspense Stars: Charlize Theron, Nicole Kidman, Margot Robie, John Lithgow Director: Jay
Roach Rating: R Runtime: 208 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime It's a Wonderful Life (1946) A classic Christmas movie featuring an iconic James Stewart performance, It's a Wonderful Life follow George Bailey (Stewart), a banker in the town of Bedford Falls 'N angel , and taking him on a journey
through the most important moments in George's life, showing him all the good things he's done for other people despite the cost to himself. It's a wonderful life is a charming story about perseverance in the face of an often brutal universe, and the value of relationships. Rotten Tomatoes: 94% Genre:
Drama, Science Fiction Stars: James Stewart, Donna Reed, Lionel Barrymore Director: Frank Capra Rating: PG Runtime: 135 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Knives Out (2019) Writer and director Rian Johnson (Brick, Looper) gives the classic Agatha Christie-style murder mystery a modern spin in
this tale about a famous crime novel whose unexpected death , debonair detective Benoit Blanc out, whose investigation brings to light the depths of the family's dysfunction and makes you guess who will eventually emerge as the culprit of the film's heinous crime. The film's ensemble cast makes a huge
mystery even better, with memorable performances from every actor involved, leading to a modern mystery masterpiece. Rotten tomatoes: 97% Genre: Mystery stars: Chris Evans, Ana de Armas, Jamie Lee Curtis, Toni Collette, Don Johnson, Michael Shannon, Stanfield, Daniel Craig Director: Rian
Johnson Rating: PG-13 Runtime: 130 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon — 4K (2000) When director Ang Lee's stunning Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon came to theaters 20 years ago, it blew audiences away with its exciting martial arts. As nothing Western audiences
had ever seen before, they featured gravity-defying battle sequences that literally drove their contestants across rooftops, ran up straight fortress walls and kicked off in epic swordfights as they swerved into the roof of a bamboo forest — stunts largely performed by the actors themselves. But at the heart
of Crouching Tiger is a story of forbidden love and secret desires told during a time when giving in to either your honor and your life can threaten. Chow Yun Fat stars as legendary swordsman Li Mu Bai, who lived a long life of dedicated service at the expense of his own happiness, namely his love of
fellow warrior Yu Shu Lien (Michelle Yeoh). When Li's famous sword, the Green Lot, is stolen by a mysterious masked hedging with rare skills that Li admits all too well, he and Shu Lien set out to retrieve it and expose the intruder. Also central to the film's complexities is Jen Yu (Zhang Ziyi), the daughter
of a prominent governor, who should be married against her will. But let's just say her will is strong. Rotten Tomatoes: 97% Genre: Action, Adventure, Romance, Martial Arts Stars: Michelle Yeoh, Chow Yun Fat, Zhang Ziyi, Chen Chang, Pei-Pei Cheng Director: Ang Lee Rating: PG-13 Runtime: 120
minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Almost Famous (2000) Want to know what it's like to hit the road with the coolest band in 1970s America, while crossing the country in a tour bus singing Little Dancer at the top of your lungs Just click below. This iconic scene in Cameron Crowe's Oscar-winning film is
one of many nostalgia-drenched moments based on Crowe's real-life experiences as a teenage writer for Rolling Stone, and his time on the road with legendary rockers like the Allman Brothers, Led Zeppelin and Lynyrd Skynyrd. But Almost Famous is also a stunning coming-of-age story that follows
Crowe's baby-faced version of himself, William Miller (Patrick Fugit), a kid trying to make a name for himself as a music journalist as he sucked into the rock 'n' roll inner circle of Stillwater, a band on the verge of big-time. Within that circle, William is beaten by enigmatic grouping leader Penny Lane (Kate
Hudson), but she's in love (or thinks she is) with Stillwater's guitarist with mystic, Russell (Billy Crudup), and it can't end well. But as William and Russell develop a true friendship, William risks crossing personal and professional lines and should choose which side he wants to be on. Rotten Tomatoes:
89% Genre: Comedy, Drama, Adventure Stars: Patrick Fugit, Jason Lee, Billy Crudup, Frances McDormand, Kate Hudson Cameron Crowe Rating: R Runtime: 122 Minutes Watch on Amazon Amazon Drugstore Cowboy (1989) If you're a fan of Oscar-nominated director Gus Van Sant's work on films like
Good Will Hunting, Milk and My Own Private Idaho, why not look back at the film that put him, and probably actor Matt Dillon, on the map. Drugstore Cowboy is a spiralling outlaws-on-the-run film that follows the lives of two drug-addicted couples who fix to solve as they float across the country robbing
drug stores. Dillion is Bob Hughes, a young man desperately trying to go on straight and narrow, but who is caught up in life with the only family he has, his girlfriend Diane (Road House's Kelly Lynch), best friend Rick (James Le Gros), and his girlfriend Nadine (relative newcomer Heather Graham). As
the late film critic Roger Ebert wrote in his original 1989 review, it's not a movie about bad people, but about sick people, an idea that rings true as the desperate crew's camaraderie, but misplaced, coupled with Bob's serious and often funny narration, the audience endures to the mob, making it
impossible for you not to root for them. Rotten Tomatoes: 100% Genre: Drama, Crime stars: Matt Dillon, Kelly Lynch, James Le Gros, Heather Graham Director: Gus Van Sant Rating: R Runtime: 101 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Funny Girl — 4K UHD (1968) Funny Girl is literally the movie that
made Barbara Streisand a star, It was her feature film debut, and she won an Oscar for Best Actress when she won her role of the Broadway original It's fitting that Streisand played a true Broadway and film star, Fanny Brice, in a story that stretched over several years. Omar Sharif co-stared in the film as
Nick Arnstein, Fanny's lover-turned-husband. Funny Girl opting for a nonlinear approach to Fanny and Nick's tumultuous relationship by starting near the end and going back to the beginning. Funny Babe nails both his comedic moments and his dramatic scenes with ease. It's a film that has withstanded
the test of time, and it still holds decades after its initial release. Hello beautiful, indeed. Rotten Tomatoes: 93% Genre: Comedy, Musical, Drama Stars: Barbra Streisand, Omar Sharif, Kay Medford Director: William Wyler Rating: G Runtime: 144 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Casino Royale (2006)
Daniel Craig's time as James Bond is almost over, but his first adventure as the legendary spy is still one of the best 007 movies to date Casino Royale was a hard recovery for the franchise, which stripped the camp with a grounded look at Bond's early escapes. Assigned to pursue a target during a high-
stakes tournament at the Casino Royale in Montenegro. Bond forms a dazzling physical and emotional connection to Vesper Lynd (Eva Green), his partner for that matter. Vesper is the Bond girl he really loved, validates the intensity when both of their lives are threatened. This is where Bond Start. Rotten
Tomatoes: 95% Genre: Action, Adventure, Thriller Stars: Daniel Craig, Eva Green, Mads Mikkelsen Director: Martin Campbell Campbell PG-13 Runtime: 144 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Chi-Raq (2015) Aristophanes' classic Greek comedy Lysistrata gets a modern update in this 2015 film directed
by Spike Lee. The film follows a group of women who decide to withhold sex from their partners until they agree to combat the gang violence that plagues their Chicago neighborhood. Told in a mix of music and verse, the film stars Nick Cannon, Wesley Snipes, Teyonah Parris, Jennifer Hudson, Angela
Bassett, John Cusack, and Samuel L. Jackson. Rotten Tomatoes: 82% Genre: Drama Stars: Nick Cannon, Wesley Snipes, Teyonah Parris, Jennifer Hudson Director: Spike Lee Rating: R Runtime: 118 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime I Am Not Your Negro (2016) James Baldwin was one of the most
influential writers of the late 20th century, penning numerous essays and acclaimed novels addressing issues of race at a time when racial friction work of an unfinished , director Raoul Peck has created I'm Not Your Negro, a documentary examining Baldwin's views and how they not only apply to the riot
of the '60s, but modern America as well. Samuel L. Jackson recounts, inflicting the material with a husky fatigue. I'm not your Negro leaves one with the impression that Baldwin's work has never finished, and has never been more important. Rotten tomatoes: 99% Genre: Documentary Stars: Samuel L.
Jackson Director: Raoul Peck Rating: PG-13 Runtime: 93 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Train after Busan (2016) This South Korean horror movie follows a group of passengers aboard a high-speed train from Seoul to Busan as the outbreak of a deadly virus begins to turn people into cruel, flesh-
hungry creatures, and those on board One of the tense, frantic zombie films ever made, director Yeon Sang-ho's adventure focuses on a small group of people aboard the train as they are forced to overcome their differences to keep themselves and their loved ones alive. The movie broke several box
office records within South Korea and internationally, and it also spat out a 2020 sequel. Rotten Tomatoes: 94% Genre: Horror, Action Stars: Gong Yoo, Mom Dong-Seok, Jung Yu-mi Director: Yeon Sang-ho Rating: R Runtime: 118 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime The Great of the Night (2020) This
nostalgic throwback to classic sci-fi thrillers follows a young switchboard operator and a radio DJ whose discovery of a mysterious audio frequency sets a series of discoveries that lead them deep into the The Amazon Studios film is the director debut of Andrew Patterson and has earned high praise from
critics and streaming audiences alike for its suspending, low-budget spin on the genre. Rotten Tomatoes: 91% Genre: Sci-Fi, Mystery Stars: Sierra McCormick, Jake Horowitz Director: Andrew Patterson Rating: PG-13 Runtime: 89 Minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Rocketman (2019) Share Musical
Fantasy, Share Biopic of Legendary Musician John, Rocketman Rocketman Taron Egerton as the unnatural artist and chronicles John's evolution from a small-town prodigy to an international superstar. Filled with fabulous musical interludes based on some of John's most popular songs and performed by
Egerton, the film also features Jamie Bell as John's longtime lyricist and writing partner Bernie Taupin, and Richard Madden as John's first manager, John Reid. Rotten Tomatoes: 89% Genre: Musical, Drama Stars: Taron Egerton, Jamie Bell, Richard Madden Director: Dexter Fletcher Rating: R Runtime:
121 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime The Cabin in the Woods (2012) One of the most unexpectedly unique horror films of the past decade, Drew Goddard's The Cabin the Woods took the typical story of a group of teenagers tormented by sinister forces while in a remote booth Goddard and co-writer
Joss Whedon toyed with and distorted the conventions of the genre in ways no one sees coming, and the result was a film that's as funny as it is terrifying and packed with hidden elements that demand multiple glimpses. If you haven't seen The Cabin in the Woods, it's best that you know as little as
possible to go into this film — but if you've seen it, there's a good chance you'll end up watching it many times. Rotten tomatoes: 92% Genre: Horror Stars: Kristen Connolly, Chris Hemsworth, Anna Hutchison, Fran Kranz, Jesse Williams, Richard Jenkins Director: Drew Goddard Rating: R Runtime: 95
minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Fast Color (2019) Three generations of women with powerful abilities come together in this sci-fi thriller that explores racism and generational divides against the backdrop of an exciting story about a woman raised by sin Gugu Mbatha-Raw , Lorraine Toussaint and
Saniyya Sidney star in the film. Rotten Tomatoes: 81% Genre: Sci-Fi, Drama Stars: Gugu Mbatha-Raw, Lorraine Toussaint, Saniyya Sidney Director: Julia Hart Rating: PG-13 Runtime: 100 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime The Avengers (2012) It looked weird given the current state of the Marvel
Cinematic Universe, but there was a time when no one thought a movie like The Avengers was possible. In 2012, Marvel Studios brought together the stars and supporting cast of several solo superhero films for a massive team-up that broke just about every box-office record possible and redefined
theatrical universe for Hollywood. After Asgardian trickster Loki primes Earth for an invasion by an alien armada, it's up to Iron Man, Captain America, Thor, Hulk, Black Widow, and Hawkeye to save the day. More than just an early installment of the MCU, The Avengers were a game-changer for the entire
superhero genre. Rotten Tomatoes: 92% Genre: Fantasy, Action and Adventure Stars: Robert Downey Jr., Chris Evans, Scarlett Johanson Director: Joss Whedon Rating: PG-13 Runtime: 142 minute Honey Boy (2019) Shia LaBeouf's debut script is directed by Alma Har'el and follows the life of child
actor Otis Lort he rises through young success to self-destructive Hollywood star. Navigating fame and his abusive, alcoholic father appears to be next to impossible as their controversial relationship crumbles over the course of a decade. LaBeouf also stars in this semiautomatic tale that draws from his
experience with his father. Rotten Tomatoes: 94% Genre: Drama Stars: Shia LaBeouf, Lucas Hedges Director: Alma Har'el Rating: R Runtime: 93 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Mission: Impossible - Fallout (2018) The sixth installment in the long-running mission: Impossible franchise, Fallout shows
that the old series can still surpass younger ones when it comes to frenetic action and jaw-dropping spectacle The film opens with secret agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise), part of the Impossible Missions Force, which is trying to secure some stolen plutonium cores. When the mission goes sideways, the
nuclear falls into the hands of a terrorist group and forces the IMF to hunt down its members. Their failure draws the ire of CIA Director Erica Sloane (Angela Bassett), who deploys the assassin August Walker (Henry Cavill) to follow Hunt's route. With a poignant plot and some awe-inspiring stunts, Fallout
is top-notch espionage action. Rotten Tomatoes: 97% Genre: Action &amp; Adventure Stars: Tom Cruise, Henry Cavill, Ving Rhymes, Simon Pegg Director: Christopher McQuarrie Rating: PG-13 Runtime: 147 minutes Watching Amazon Prime High Life (2019) From acclaimed French filmmaker Claire
Denis, High Life is described as an erotic sci-fi horror film, but it's really It's hard to make the High Life in just a few words explained , but we will try. Juliette Binoche stars as dr. Dibs, supervisor of a doomed space mission that sends criminals to try to extract energy from a black hole. Along the way, Dibs
conducts sexual experiments on the criminals leading to their deaths. Eventually, killer Monte (Robert Pattinson) is left alone with his daughter, trying to survive and thrive as they hurtle down after certain death. Rotten Tomatoes: 82% Genre: Science Fiction Stars: Robert Pattinson, André Benjamin, Mia
Goth Director: Claire Denis Rating: R Runtime: 110 Watch on Amazon Prime Eighth Grade (2018) As delightfully uncomfortable as it is heartfelt and serious, Eighth Grade is one of the more honest and true-to-life coming-of-age stories you'll see The directorial debut of comedian and actor Bo Burnham,
Eighth Grade treats the terrors of growing up with a subtle touch, which centers on 13-year-old Kayla (the revelation Elsie Fisher) as she makes her way through the final week of middle school. Eighth Grade is a movie about middle school that stars true middle schoolers, making it funnier, more
interesting and significantly more cringe-inducing. If you ever went to a middle school pool party, Eighth Grade is for you. Rotten Tomatoes: 99% Genre: Comedy Stars: Elsie Fisher, Josh Hamilton, Emily Robinson Director: Bo Burnham Rating: R Runtime: 94 Watch on Amazon Prime The Last Black
Black in San Francisco (2019) Facing displacement of the house his grandfather built because of gentrification in his San Francisco neighborhood, Jimmie and his best friend, Mort, set out on a mission to reclaim the home before it changes irreversible. Their odyssey tests their friendship, forcing them to
question where they belong in the place they've always called home. A poignant, often intense journey, this film is nominated for three Independent Spirit Awards. Rotten Tomatoes: 93% Genre: Drama Stars: Jimmie Falls, Tichina Arnold, Mike Epps Director: Joe Talbot Rating: R Runtime: 120 minutes
Watch on Amazon Prime Fighting With My Family (2019) A comedy based on the true story of WWE wrestler Paige, Fight with my family delivers on the story of an actual wrestler family. Written and directed by Stephen Merchant, the movie stars Florence Pugh alongside a strong cast that includes
Dwayne The Rock Johnson, Lena Headey, Vince Vaughn and others. Pugh and her brother (played by Jack Lowden) try for the WWE and, when only one of them makes the cut, Pugh is forced to face the world of professional wrestling alone. It may have a bit of an underdog storyline that is often used in
sports, but there's a sincerity and a truth behind this story that makes it special. Rotten Tomatoes: 93% Genre: Comedy Stars: Dwayne Johnson, Florence Pugh, Lena Headey Director: Stephen Merchant Rating: PG-13 Runtime: 107 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Inside Llewyn Davis (2013) In the
soft shadows of The Gaslight Cafe, folk singer Llewyn Davis (Oscar Isaac) croons that he doesn't care Leave it to the Coen Brothers to oblige him. Two of America's most mercurial filmmakers, the Coens have approached both grim tragedy and madcap comedy in their films, sometimes at the same time.
Inside Llewyn Davis falls to the bleak end of the spectrum, following Davis as he attempts to get his music career on track in the wake of his musical partner's suicide. His finances are not the only part of his life that falls apart; his former lover, Jean (Carey Mulligan), pregnant with a child who is probably
his, wants nothing to do with him. Davis' struggles, set against the frost-glazed backfield of New York, are a tragic one. But the film isn't without humor, black though it might be. The characters around Llewyn are as vibrant as he is cold, especially Justin Timberlake as Jane's new boyfriend (though Isaac's
future Star Wars nemesis also has a memorable musical cameo). Rotten Tomatoes: 92% Genre: Drama Stars: Oscar Isaac, John Goodman, Carey Mulligan Director: Ethan &amp; Joel Coen Rating: R Runtime: 105 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime The Handmaiden (2016) From Korean director Park
Chan-wook, award-winning director of Oldboy, The Handmaiden is an intense, pulsating crime drama set in the early 1900s during the Japanese occupation of Korea The film follows two – a young Japanese lady on a secluded estate, and the Korean woman who as her new new Yet few know that the
latter is conspire with a con man to trick the woman out of her heritage. Rotten Tomatoes: 95% Genre: Drama Stars: Kim Min-hee, Ha Jung-woo, Cho Jin-woong Director: Park Chan-wook Rating: NR Runtime: 145 minutes Look on Amazon Prime You were never really here (2017) This Amazon Original
was nominated for four 2019 Independent Spirit Awards, including best feature and best actor (Joaquin Phoenix). Phoenix stars as a traumatized veteran harnessing his trauma at hunting down missing girls for a living. However, if his nightmares start catching him up and he continues to get in over his
head, he begins to uncover a conspiracy that threatens to destroy or save him depending on the roads he takes. Rotten Tomatoes: 89% Genre: Mystery &amp;amp; Suspension Stars: Joaquin Phoenix, Judith Roberts, John Doman Director: Lynne Ramsay Rating: R Runtime: 89 minutes Watching on
Amazon Prime Midsommar (2019) Called an operational breakup film by director Ari Aster, Midsommar proved to be exactly that and more in this suspenseful film. It centers around an American couple with serious relationship issues traveling with friends to a midsuper festival. It gets significantly more
violent and disturbing from there, with the setting up of a remote Swedish village serving as the backdrop for a cult with less than admirable intentions, to put it gently. It was a hit in summer 2019 and, if you're up for a nearly 2.5-hour movie where the scare is consistently and constantly creeping up on
you, it won't take long to understand why. Rotten tomatoes: 83% Genre: Horror Stars: Florence Pugh, Liv Mjönes, Jack Reynor Director: Ari Aster Rating: R Runtime: 140 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Cold War (2018) Paweł Pawlikowski's stunning historical drama Cold War follows Wiktor (Tomasz
Kot) and Zula (Joanna Kulig), a music director and singer respectively, who meet and fall in love in Poland after the end of World War II. As the years drag on and the Soviet grip across Eastern Europe intensifies, the two drift across borders, in and out of each other's lives. Their turbulent romance, set
against a backdrop of paranoia and oppression, is messy but moving. Filmed in stark black and white, Cold War is a stunning film full of masterfully composed shots. Rotten Tomatoes: 92% Genre: Drama Stars: Joanna Kulig, Tomasz Kot, Borys Szyc Director: Pawel Pawlikowski Rating: R Runtime: 89
Minutes Watch on Amazon Prime The Big Sick (2017) Comedian Kumail Nanjiani and comedy writer Emily V. Gordon adapted their real-life love story for film in The Big Sick, a stunning romantic comedy that was one of Digital Trends' favorite movies of 2019 and helped score Nanjiani and Gordon The
movie begins with Kumail (playing a loosely fictionalized version of himself) struggling to build a stand-up career, mining his Pakistani background for materials. After a walk-in with a heckler named Emily (Zoe turn into a one-night stand and finally a the two start to run into problems. For starters, Kumail's
parents want him to settle down with a Pakistani woman, leading them to break up. Making things even more complicated leaves an infection Emily in a coma. While visiting Emily in hospital, Kumail meets her parents, Terry (Ray Romano) and Beth (Holly Hunter), who learn more about them and Emily
as he processes his own feelings. Rotten Tomatoes: 98% Genre: Romance, Comedy Stars: Kumail Nanjiani, Zoe Kazan, Holly Hunter Director: Michael Showalter Rating: R Runtime: 119 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime The Lighthouse (2019) Director Robert Eggers was initially moved to adapt Edgar
Allan Poe's The Light-House as a film, but The Lighthouse eventually went in its own direction as one of 2019's most unusual movies. Filmed entirely in black-and-white, The Lighthouse takes place in the late 19th century, as Ephraim Winslow (Robert Pattinson) finds himself stationed with mercurial
Thomas Wake (Willem Dafoe). Alone and stranded on the remote island, Winslow and Wake battle both each other and the onset of insanity. Pattinson and Dafoe's confrontations and performances sound, but it's the movie's surprises that will make viewers talk long after the film comes to an end. Rotten
Tomatoes: 90% Genre: Psychological Thriller Stars: Robert Pattinson, Willem Dafoe Director: Robert Eggers Rating: R Runtime: 109 Minutes Watch on Amazon Prime The Farewell (2019) In China, the name of this movie is Don't Tell Her. The Farewell's U.S. title doesn't quite capture the premise of the
movie in the same way, but the core message is similar. Awkwafina stars as Billi Wang, a Chinese-American writer who learns that her grandmother, Nai Nai (Zhao Shu-zhen), dies of terminal lung cancer in China. To make matters worse, Billi's parents, Haiyan Wang (Tzi Ma) and Lu Jian (Diana Lin), as
well as the rest of the family, prohibit Billi from telling Nai Nai that she has only a short time to live. It's a promise that weighs heavily on Billi, but her connection to her beloved grandmother is beautiful and touching. Nai Nai may not know the truth, but she still has something valuable about teaching her
family. Rotten Tomatoes: 98% Genre: Comedy, Drama Stars: Awkwafina, Zhao Shu-zhen Director: Lulu Wang Rating: PG Runtime: 100 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime The African Queen (1951) One of the joys of Amazon Prime is that it allows viewers of all ages to get acquainted with the films that
came out decades before they were born. The African Queen is one of director John Huston's most beloved films, thanks in no small part to the pairing of Humphrey Bogart and Katharine Hepburn as the clues. The story is set in World War II, as a missionary named Rose Sayer (Hepburn) and the captain
of a riverboat, Charlie Allnut (Bogart) join forces against the Germans after their lives are uponed. The journey of the African Queen Charlie and Rose in countless perils, as well as a sometimes rocky romance. It is classics, people. And everyone should see it at least once. Rotten Tomatoes: 98% Genre:
Adventure Stars: Humphrey Bogart, Katharine Hepburn, Robert Morley Director: John Huston Rating: PG Runtime: 105 Minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Stop Making Sense (1984) Concert films aren't a new phenomenon, but they seem to be less and far between. In 1984, director Jonathan Demme
teamed up with the band called Talking Heads for Stop Making Sense, one of the most influential concert films of all time. Demme filmed the movie about four live shows at the Pantages Theater in Los Angeles, and Talking Heads put on the show of their lives every night. The band had a great sense of
showmanship and stage presence, and Demme caught it all. Stop Making Sense even pulled off the rare performance of a 100% score on Rotten Tomatoes. If it's not a Once in a lifetime experience, it's close enough. Rotten Tomatoes: 100% Genre: Concert Film Stars: Talking CEOs Director: Jonathan
Demme Rating: NR Runtime: 105 minute Watch on Amazon Prime Blow the Man Down (2020) Blow the Man Down is a dark comedy and a hidden gem that arrived under the radar earlier this year on Amazon Prime. Morgan Saylor and Sophie Lowe co-headed the film as feuding sisters Mary Beth and
Priscilla Connolly, respectively. When Mary Beth kills a man who tried to harm her, Priscilla decides that blood is thicker than water and she helps her sister cover up the evidence. Unfortunately for the Connolly sisters, secrets are hard to keep in a small town, and they never quite know who they can trust.
Margo Martindale also has a tremendous supporting turn as Enid Nora Devlin, a local brothel owner who might know too much. Rotten Tomatoes: 98% Genre: Comedy, Thriller Stars: Morgan Saylor, Sophie Lowe, Margo Martindale Director: Bridget Savage Cole, Danielle Krudy Rating: R Runtime: 91
minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Paterson (2016) The stakes aren't particularly high for Paterson the film. But for Paterson himself, they're everything. Adam Driver stars as the title character, a man who works as a bus driver. But in reality, Paterson is a poet who has not learned to fully accept that
aspect of himself. The whole movie takes place over the course of a week, and we see the daily routine of both Paterson and his wife, Laura (Golshifteh Farahani). But when the pattern breaks and crash strikes, it will take a minor miracle to get Paterson back on the right track. Rotten Tomatoes: 96%
Genre: Drama Stars: Adam Driver, Golshifteh Farahani, Barry Shabaka Henley Director: Jim Jarmusch Rating: R Runtime: 118 minutes Watch on Amazon Prime Creed II (2018) Creed II has the difficult task of following the first Creed while also serving as a direct sequel to Rocky IV. Remarkably, it
succeeds at both by Adonis Creed (Michael B. Jordan) and Rocky Balboa (Sylvester Stallone) strong and give very complicated emotions to work through. Ivan Drago (Dolph Lundgren) re-enters their lives as they challenge Creed to his son, Viktor Drago (Florian Munteanu). Rocky's attempt to protect his
new charge is no match for Creed's desire to revenge his father in the ring. The resulting emotional and physical fallout separates Creed and Rocky before bringing them back together. If you've seen one Rocky movie, then you know the formula by now. But Creed II does an excellent job of make the
formula work again. It also gives Rocky some much-needed closure, as it appears to be his final film. Rotten Tomatoes: 84% Genre: Drama, Sports, Action Stars: Michael B. Jordan, Sylvester Stallone, Tessa Thompson Director: Steven Caple Jr. Rating: PG-13 Runtime: 130 Minutes Watch on Amazon
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